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ACTION PACK SECTION INTRODUCTIONS 
Why are you doing these different sections? Does exploring an issue in all these different ways 
matter? You can explore these stories and videos to help you understand why you are doing 
things like exploring world views, doing global research, taking individual actions, and 
presenting your topic to your peers. Below, we explain some of the ‘teachings’ behind a few of 
the sections you explore while doing an SLS inquiry. 
 
Student World View  
How do I currently view this overall value, the environment, our connection to the environment 
and everything around us? Why does this even matter? 

 Does the way in which we see the world actually impact our actions and how much we 
care or understand about our actions’ impact on others? What a world view is explained 
(3:40) 

 See a small social experiment on how one world view shift impacts the ways students 
act. There are many world views to consider beyond this one as well. Why does our 
world view matter? (1:33)  

 Why does SLS have aboriginal world view quotes throughout it? There is a lot to learn 
from indigenous world views that can help us be more sustainable. Here is a video that, 
despite some generalizations, outlines flaws in Western world views and things we can 
learn from various traditional indigenous communities and their world views. Western 
vs Indigenous world views (5:26) 

 
My Actions 
Which actions are you already doing? What actions are there to do? What actions will you take 
to contribute?  

 Why do we need to take actions? Can individual actions make a difference? YES they 
can, and will contribute towards much needed cultural shifts.  

 Here is a social experiment taken on to see how one simple action taken by a youth over 
and over again can impact those around him. Why take action? (1:58)  

 When you start to do something, then others will too. Also, are you blindly following 
others’ unhealthy behaviours if they are seen as a social norm? How does social 
conformity affect our daily actions? Watch this video on the Influence of Social 
Conformity (3:39).  
 

Global Research  
What do you need to know to be able to think creatively and critically about this topic, and 
make informed decisions? Answer questions using the Library of Links found on the Be The 
Change website. You will need to be given access by your teacher.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXnSE0uvwzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8bw_Xmt984
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8bw_Xmt984
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsh-NcZyuiI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsh-NcZyuiI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ud23oEy3p9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysum31djHHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysum31djHHU
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 Why does knowing more make a difference? You can think of ways and reasons to make 
a difference, but without knowing what is actually going on you may be taking actions 
that support things you actually have a hard time with or do not truly desire.   

 Listen to youth Anne Flaherty talk about how what she wanted to be when she grew up 
drastically changed when she learned more. Why Global Research? (6:12)  
 

Local Activity 
Complete first hand research into how your community, family, school, or you relate to this 
topic. 

 Understanding what is going on in ‘your backyard’, both challenges and strengths, will 
inform the unique action that is needed to create resilient and environmentally and 
socially respectful communities.  

 Here is an example of Bhutan Youth understanding their communities in hopes of 
supporting Meaningful Real Change.  

 
 
Critical Thinking 
Now that you know a little more about this topic, it’s time to think a little deeper and weigh 
some of the costs and benefits of your actions and consider who is actually impacted. 

 It is important to remember that there are many people with their own perspectives, 
stories, and understandings associated with these complex issues.  

 Chimamanda Adichie talks about the danger of the single story and why we try and put 
ourselves in multiple stakeholders’ shoes: Short version Single Stories (3:48). Long 
version Single Stories (19:16).  

 Another type of critical thinking is understanding short and long term costs and benefits. 
Here is a video to help you understand costs and benefits: Understanding Social and 
Economic Costs and Benefits (4:35), if you want to explore external cost and benefits 
even more, this video will help you understand this further. (7:38) 
 

Presentations   
Share what you discovered with the class so everyone can learn from your inquiry process. By 
teaching, you are also testing what you learned and making it more likely for you to remember 
in the future.  

 We want you to tell the class your story of going through this process! If you can engage 
your class through your story and facts, you can be truly impactful now and in the 
future. Why story? (5:08)   

 
 
 
 
*If you have videos or questions you found helpful, or additional points to add to fully 
understanding these sections, please send them our way!  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgubFcmvgDE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re7bl4yTTWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4pH6TxKzus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tdKkeNClPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tdKkeNClPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yC5R9WPId0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AL-PAzrpqUQ

